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Abstract: Wearable and mobile technology has advanced in leaps and bounds in the last decade
with technological advances creating a role from enhancing healthy living to monitoring and treating disease. However, the discussion about the ethical use of such commercial technology, especially in minors, is lacking behind. In this paper, we will try and summarize the ethical issues arising
from the usage of commercially available wearable technology in children, highlighting issues
around the consent process, mitigation of risk and potential confidentiality and privacy issues, as
well as the potential for therapeutic misconceptions when used in children with chronic conditions.
The above will be additionally highlighted through a relevant thought experiment.
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1. Introduction
Wearable sensor-based technology has now become an integral part of everyday life
aiming to help both monitor and improve one’s health. These devices can use at minimum
global positioning systems (GPS) and accelerometry to provide data on location and physical activity, with additional health data such as heart rate and sleep quality becoming
increasingly available commercially; a recent review of relevant datasets counted up to
362 commercially available sensor-based wearable devices [1]. Research into the use of
such technology has also advanced rapidly in the past decade, with publications related
to “wearable devices AND sensors AND health” demonstrating a geometrical increase
between 2010 and 2020 (10 publications vs >300 publications in Scopus respectively). The
extended use of such devices and the amount of personal data collected, have given rise
to ethical concerns, however the discussion about potential ethical issues surrounding
their use has been lacking behind the relevant technological advances, especially in the
case of minors, who are increasingly starting to use such devices.
Use of such devices for research purposes and ethical concerns and suggestions have
been discussed before [2, 3] and are not the focus of this paper. We will review and discuss
the use of such, commercially available, devices by minors, with a focus on the ethical
aspects arising from such use; and more specifically the consent process, mitigation of risk
and potential confidentiality and privacy issues, as well as the potential for therapeutic
misconceptions when used in children with chronic conditions. The above will be additionally highlighted through a relevant thought experiment.

2. Ethical issues in use of wearable devices
Informed Consent
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Informed consent is not restricted to the use of data in research but rather is pertinent to
any circumstance where personal and/or sensitive data are collected. It is both an ethical
and a legal requirement especially under the current European GDPR regulation. However, the consent documents for wearable devices and their corresponding mobile or
web applications are still very lengthy and more often than not, include terminology or
context that is not easily understood by everyone. As a result, most consumers do not
read terms of agreement or privacy policies, which leads to the routinization of consent,
where the act of agreeing to the use of a technology becomes unreflective and uninformed [4]. An additional limitation is the availability of such information on the user’s
native language, which further hinders the “informed” part of the consent process. A
very recent study demonstrated in an experimental survey using a fictitious social networking service, that 74% of participants skipped the privacy policy altogether, whereas
97% and 93% agreed to the privacy policy and terms of service respectively, without
reading them. The authors report information overload as a significant negative predictor of reading the terms of service, with serious possible implications, as demonstrated
by the fact that 98% missed the included clause about data sharing with the NSA and
employers and giving their first-born as payment for service [5]. Such findings highlight
the issues of consent in commercial settings as well as potential implications from accepting all terms and conditions without actually reading or understanding them, even
more so when consent is given on behalf of a minor and even further information on
additional permissions/set ups/verifications is needed. In the case of devices that are targeted directly to minors, a second consent option by the wearer –especially in the case of
adolescents- might be pertinent. Whether relevant applications even require age verification for use, or the means by which they verify age has been discussed by Pasquale et al.,
reporting that at least in the case of social media applications many of them do not provide robust mechanisms for age verification [6].
Further, it can be easily forgotten by consumers that continual data collection is occurring and periodic re-consenting may be necessary with the use of sensor technology, as
has been suggested for the use of wearable devices for research purposes [3]. In the case
of minors, where parents/guardians are required to provide consent, it is even more imperative that both the type of data and the amount of data is explicitly explained as well
as issues pertaining to data ownership and third-party usage, as discussed further below. If such data are to be transferred to the user’s physician for example as a way of
monitoring health issues, then the process should be clearly described and consent provided for each individual use of the data with clear opt-in options, whereby opting-out
form a specific use should by no means make the service completely unavailable, as is
the case with “blanket” consent.

Confidentiality and loss of privacy
As users of wearable devices become increasingly aware of data-ownership the pressure
–and rightly so- is on the manufacturers to clarify secondary and third-party use of data.
Data usage should therefore include the option of using such a device without the need
to go through a cloud-based storage service, by allowing to opt-out from such services
and access the data directly. The introduction of the GDPR in Europe and the HIPAA
regulations provide an enforcement tool for the obligation that manufacturers have in
clarifying both the type and amount of data collected by the device, but also its use.
However, it is important to note that different legislations and regulations apply to various countries, with several devices allowing for transfer of data between parties that are
legally bound by a different set of regulations. One example is the US HIPAA Privacy
rules (https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/index.html) for sensitive
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mobile Health (mHealth) data that do not apply to wearable devices as they are directly
bought by consumers and not prescribed by a doctor. Furthermore, commonly collected
physiological health and derived parameters, such as number of steps and heart rate, are
not considered to be personal health information [7], although data collected form minors are further regulated under the Children’s Data Protection Act (COPPA) in the
USA.
With the ever increasing number of people, including minors, using wearable sensorbased technology, the potential for research-based use of such commercially derived
data is tremendous. Whereas research studies are faced with limitations in participant
numbers, time of follow-up and generalizability, real world evidence (RWE) can help
researchers’ access to large and generalizable population cohorts in order to be able to
look at specific behavioural patterns and outcomes. This is especially important for minors as they are generally underrepresented in research. This potential for research use
of real world data from commercial sources, however has to be regulated following an
open and public discussion about the use and accessibility of such data, highlighting the
need to preserve the user’s autonomy while ensuring their safety. It is also imperative
that we include minors in this discussion as they are the end-user and more often than
not may have a better grasp of the technology than their parents, i.e. the person giving
consent on their behalf.
Following the concept of citizen science, ownership of wearable-based sensor data obtained outside of the framework of research studies require a regulatory approach where
the data remain with the user, and technical solutions are provided to allow the user to
opt-out, or even better opt-in, of any reuse proposed to them. Linked with this approach,
calls of public sponsors for new sensor-based data platforms for real world evidence
collection may ask a regulated access by a formal procedure to speed the validation process, as has been suggested previously for the potential use of such data on cognitive
performance research in a similarly vulnerable population of people with cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s disease [8].
In order, however, to both inform the discussion about data ownership and privacy and
enable safe usage for research, it is important, to understand how consumers feel about
their data. One study on home and wearable sensors concluded that when data pertained more to their person (wearable sensors) rather than to their home (home sensors),
people were more cautious and such data could trigger anxiety about their health status
or overall wellbeing, while overall participants stressed the need to control the interpretation and flow of their own data [9]. This could be even more important in the case of
data from user’s who are minors as parents are more concerned about the information
collected from their children [10]. A recent study on the perceived risks and willingness
to participate in environmental health studies with personal exposure data from the
USA reported that in contrast to their own data, the women asked preferred a more controlled access for their children’s data. They were additionally more reluctant to share
location or participate if the study involved electronic medical records, expressing concerns about privacy [11]. In a qualitative study looking at both children’s and parent’s
perceptions about online commercial data practices, authors report that children often
do not have a full understanding of how data collection practices work, although showing a degree of privacy consciousness, i.e. distinction between identifiable and non-identifiable data. They were however positive towards use of personal data in contrast to
their parents [10]. What’s further interesting is the reported adoption of protected
measures from parents for explicit data requests but not for implicitly collected data,
such as with the use of cookies or in the case of wearable devices GPS location, with
some reporting a sense of lack control.
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However, as mentioned above, when using commercially available sensors the consent
process is more likely to be a routine process, with most users not even reading the
terms and conditions [5], which makes the need for improving the consent process and
making it more explicit and transparent, even more imperative.
Concerns are also usually raised regarding potential data breaches. Although data
breaches are rare, they do happen and when they do they can both cause harm to the
user and corrode the public’s trust in the technology. There have been instances of anonymized spatial data being shared from commercial devices and applications that had the
potential to identify sensitive locations and user habits [12]. Such data can be used to
reveal spatial and mobility data of minors and other vulnerable groups, as well as to
reconstruct social networks in adults and children and users themselves tend to consider
them as “private”[13]. Major breaches of individuals’ privacy with social media tools
such as Facebook have occurred in the past, and citizens are rightfully worried about the
use of their data [14], especially in the case of data from children. To mitigate and minimize such risks, manufacturers must exercise all available technological measures and
the process regulated by data protection legislation.
Therapeutic misconceptions
Wearable devices with sensor technology are advertised as tools to help individuals
monitor and improve their health and health-related behavior. Most of these devices are
classified as FDA-cleared class I or II, which need much lower standards of evaluation
than FDA-class III medical devices and as such their safety and effectiveness claims may
not have been evaluated appropriately [15]. A review on the effectiveness of behavior
change applications associated with such devices, reported that only 6 out of 23 were
developed based on a theoretical model of behavioural change and that those that were
theory-based were more effective in influencing outcome [16]. This is again problematic
in devices targeted towards children, as these are even less-likely to be theory-based.
3. Results
A though experiment for the use of a wearable sensor-based device in children
Consider the case of John, a 12-year old perfectly healthy boy – in every other aspect,
save for that John is obese: his body mass index exceeds 35, which measured against the
cohort of average children of John’s age places him at the 99th percentile and gives his
parents a good reason to worry. Their concern dramatically increases since both John’s
father and mother have a quite alarming family history of type 2 diabetes and essential
hypertension, respectively. Given that children in John’s age are usually either reluctant or unable to commit to a healthy lifestyle, that is, be physically active and adopt a
healthy diet, John’s parents, after having discussed their options with John thoroughly,
decided that John should be equipped with a wearable device that will track his position
on a permanent basis, while at the same time it would also monitor John’s blood pressure and levels of physical activity; all these data would be constantly available to John
through a specialized application in his smartphone, and also reported to his parents on
a real time basis, so as they may take action in case anything happens.
John’s parents hope that thus John will be motivated to become more physically active,
more concerned about his physical condition, and more committed to a proper dietary
schedule. John on the other hand feels a lot safer since his condition will be constantly
monitored not only by himself, but also by his parents, and also hopes that the device
will help him lose weight soon, so as to be able to participate in activities and be much
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more acceptable by his peers, therefore, very much like his parents, he is eager to consent. Bilaterally felt satisfaction, however, doesn’t suffice on its own to make any decision ethically unproblematic, especially when the autonomy and the rights of the moral
agent are at stake.
a.

Informed consent by minors

The use of wearable tracking and monitoring devices in minors normally give raise to
autonomy-related ethical issues and concerns, since minors are generally considered not
to be in the position to provide informed consent, at least not to the extent or the degree
any normal adult agent typically is. To start with, as we have stated above, a 12-year-old
boy can hardly be expected to fully grasp what he needs to consent to, since this is normally already difficult for grownups when it comes to reading and understanding the
terms and conditions that are typically listed in consent documents. But concerns as
such fuel the less controversial part of the debate, that that could easily be resolved: it
would suffice if wearable devices that are equally available to minors without parental
consent came with consent documents that would be easily comprehensible by minors.
To the extent that this doesn’t apply, however, entertaining consent-related concerns in
the case of minors is perfectly justified.
Consenting to data collection and sharing also gives raise to ethical concerns when it
comes to minors, and this because it requires technical and legal knowledge that is usually neither available to nor comprehensible by children of John’s age. Next to this, safeguarding the security, anonymity and irrevocability of personal data related to one’s
health condition, lifestyle or habits is especially crucial in the case of minors such as
John, since in case of failure data as such will normally accompany any minor for much
longer like a shadow, and potentially affect one’s chances in life or one’s place in the
world. In our view sensitive personal data, health-related data included, become even
more sensitive in the case of minors, since they are much more vulnerable to any breach.
This makes it even more imperative to secure informed consent on behalf of minors regarding the future use of data such as the ones that may be collected in John’s case.
Our view, therefore, is that it is urgent to render the inclusion of minor-friendly consent
documents mandatory for wearable devices that are either exclusively, or equally intended for minors. Insofar as such regulations are not implemented, however, acquiring
informed consent from minors may only be contingent.
b.

Living in the spotlight

A much more profound moral concern is related to the psychological impact the constant monitoring of one’s physical condition and activity is expected to have on minors
of John’s age. Next to all the benefits that come along for John with the use of a monitoring wearable device, and regardless of the degree John’s physical condition makes the
use of such a device necessary or just potentially beneficial, in a sense John will be not
leading a perfectly ordinary life, at least not as ordinary as that of most children of his
age: John would be susceptible to develop an introspective outlook on himself, one that
is neither usual nor even desirable for children of this age. Unlike other children, in a
way John will be living in the spotlight not only of others, that is, his parents, but also –
and most importantly – of himself. This may have certain effects on John’s psychology,
traits and character, that in some cases might even overweight the anticipated benefits
on John’s physical health: John might develop a tendency towards hypochondria, overdependence on or even addiction to his intelligent wearable device [17], introspection,
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experience a sense of autonomy loss [18]; he may become reserved and lose the spontaneity that is typical in his age, even become an egoist. In a nutshell, the use of the wearable sensor-based device may result in John experiencing a certain degree of disproportionate psychological harm, which, of course, John was not able to foresee, and has never
provided his consent to – and neither have his parents.
In the face of concerns as such, the use of health monitoring devices in minors should be
backed up with conclusive evidence from further psychological research; our search for
relevant literature produced very poor results that mostly focus on short-term effects
such as obtrusiveness and anxiety [19], and this only with regard to the general population, but not children in particular. In any case, and until such evidence has been made
available, we believe that the inclusion of short, comprehensive statements on the suggested use by minors and the potential perils for one’s psychological constitution and
development would be a remedy against potential negative effects on underage children’s mental health.
c.

Privacy and the right to an open future

Health monitoring devices that are equipped with tracking sensors and report one’s location on a constant basis may be a huge reassurance for parents and kids alike on the
one hand, especially in cases such as John’s, but they are also a radical breach in the minor’s privacy: John’s parents will be aware on a real time basis of John’s whereabouts,
while at the same time John himself would also be aware of the fact that his parents constantly are, or might be, aware of where he is and what he is doing; in a sense, John
would always feel – and probably also be – under surveillance by his parents, and feel
accountable to them. This, however, would severely compromise John’s right to an open
future, in the sense that John would be deprived of something that is normally common
and typical to children of his age, that is, his privacy and its rightful offspring, the uncompromised chance to explore his own capabilities and the world.
Joel Feinberg introduced the principle of children’s right to an open future to advocate
the view that parents should not proceed to actions that would restrict the future options
of their children, but leave them the greatest permissible scope for developing their own
life choices when they reach adulthood [20]. Gradually developing into the adult John
wishes and choses to be, however, requires a certain degree of privacy for him: as it normally is with most children of his age, John should have the option to decide whether he
will attend or skip class, go to some poolroom or diner, drive a bike or skate to school or
elsewhere, etc. In other words, John exactly like most children should have the chance
from time to time to distant himself from the person he is expected to be, do silly things,
in a word escape the ideal John, or even the minimally descent John. Having his activity
and location monitored on a real-time basis, though, hardly leaves any place for spontaneity and nonconformity for John, and this certainly narrows down John’s access to an
open future. This also comes with a certain amount of injustice for John: being obese is
no reason for John to be totally deprived of his privacy.
To avoid such a severe breach in minors’ privacy and the consequent violation of their
right to an open future it is imperative that minors should be allowed full and easily accessible opt-out options, probably also including the limited possibility of fake or coded
spatial monitoring, especially for teenagers
4. Discussion
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With increasing use of smart technology in everyday life it becomes imperative to discuss openly both the benefits but also potential pitfalls of such technologies, especially in
the context of vulnerable groups such as children. Including the very people who use, or
consent for the use, of such technologies in the discussion is deemed necessary. For one,
people are more likely to use such technology if they are better informed about it and
more likely to use it safely and to their benefit. One recent ethnographic study reported
that people's openness to sharing data from their smart devices varied according to their
individual circumstances and views about the reasons why data might be shared [9].
In light of the potential harms of privacy breaches, technology developers –much like
clinical researchers- should consider the moral complexity of using tracking or sensing
devices in potentially vulnerable populations (such as minors) and the possible
measures they could and should take to safeguard them.
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